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Abstract.

matching

A maximal

(+1, —l)-matrix

two finite sequences.

maximal (+1, -l)-matrices
of order 26.2".

sequently

of order 66 is constructed

This method

also produced

by a method

of

many new designs for

of order 42 and new designs for a family of //-matrices

A nonexistence

proof for a («)-type

for Golay complementary

sequences

//-matrix

of length

of order 36, con-

18, is also given.

Let M be a 2« x 2« (+1, - l)-matrix, then the absolute value of det M is equal
to or less than p2n, where p2n = (2n)n, if « is even; and p2n = 2"(2« - 1)(« - 1)"_1,

if « is odd (see [1], [2] and their references).
When « is even and the absolute value of det M is equal to p2n, then the matrix

M is called a nontrivial Hadamard matrix or //-matrix.

Another characterization of an

//-matrix M of order m is that it satisfies MMT = mlm, where Im is the m x m identity

matrix, T indicates the transposed matrix, («i must be equal to 1, 2, or 4«.)
A sufficient condition for (+ 1, - l)-matrix M of order 2« being maximal is that

the following condition holds:

0
(1)

MMT =

0
where Pn = 2nln, when « is even (i.e. when M is an //-matrix);

and Pn = (2« - 2)1n +
2Jn, when « is odd, Jn is the n x « matrix whose every entry is 1.

When « is odd, such maximal (+1, - l)-matrices M2n satisfying the condition (1)

have been known for 1 < « < 31, except «=11,17,

and 29 (see [1], [2], and [4] ).

Such maximal matrices M2n can be constructed by the following standard form:

B
(*)

2/1

B1

where A and B are n x n circulant matrices with entries 1 or -1.
For maximal matrices M2n of type (*), the condition (1) is equivalent to

AA' + BB1 =P

(2)

.

Let iak) and Q>k), 0 < k < n - 1, be, respectively, the first row entries of matrices
A and B, then the condition (2) is also equivalent to each of the following conditions

(3) and (4) (see [4], [5]).
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\Aiw)\2 + \Biw)\2 = Pniw),

where Aiw) = zZkZl0akwk, /?(w) = 2£Z0 bkwk, w is any nth root of unity; and ak, bk
axe either 1 or -1. Pniw) = 2«, for even «; and /"„(w) = 2(« + 2^~\ wk), for odd «.

(4)

\Cis)\2 + \Dis)\2 = [n/2],

where CXß)= 2£=0 cksk, Dis) = 2£Z0 ^ks>C>
s *s any nontrivial «th root of unity
(i.e. s ¥= 1), cfc = 1 whenever afc = 1, and ck = 0 whenever <zfc= -1, dk is similarly
defined by bk, and [r] means the integral part of r.

Let |C(s)|2 = S^o/V*,
(5)

LD(s)l2= V"kZ\qksk. Then

ICWI2 + \Dis)\2 = £

ipk + qk)sk.

k= 0

Consequently, the right-hand side of (5) is equal to [«/2], if pk + qk = rn, for each

k, 1 < A:< [«/2], where rn = (p2 + q2 - p - q)/in - 1), p = p0 and q = q0 axe,
respectively, the number of + 1's in each row of matrices A and B.
The following maximal matrices M2n with the corresponding Cis) and Dis) have
been obtained for n = 21, 33, and 26, by matching two finite sequences ipk) and iqk)

such that Pk+qk = rn, for each k, 1 < k < [n/2]. Let C(s) = 2fe sk, k E C, and
Dis) = ~Lksk, k G D; s" = 1, where s is a nontrivial nth root of unity. Then we have

the following C and D in Table I for « = 21.
Table

I

0, 1, 3, 6, 8, 12

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 11, 12, 16, 18

0, 1, 2, 4, 11, 17

0, 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 10, 11, 15, 18

0, 1, 4, 10, 15, 17

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 11, 14, 17

0, 1, 5, 10, 13, 15

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 11, 15, 17
or

0, 1, 2, 3,4, 6, 7, 10, 14, 16

0, 1, 3, 7, 10, 15

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 11, 12, 16

or

0, 1,4,7, 14, 16
0, 1, 4, 8, 14, 16

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 13, 16

0, 1, 4, 8, 10, 16

0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 11, 14, 16

For example, (+ 1, -1) matrices A, corresponding to CT» with C = {0, 1, 3, 6,
8, 12}, can be obtained for s = wk, w = exp(27rz/21), if A:is relatively prime to 21.
These matrices A are Usted in Table II, where + stands for + 1 and - for -1.
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Table n

First row of (+ 1, - l)-matrix A

1
2
4
5
8
10

++-++-+++ — ++
+-+-+-+
++-++-+

-+-+—+—
- +-—
+—
- +--++—-

- +-

— ++
-+-+-

Forn = 33, we have C= {0, 1,2,3,7,8,
3,5,8, 12, 15, 16, 17,21,25,27}.

—+—
+-+-++-

-

11, 13, 15, 18, 27, 30} and D = {0, 1,2,

When « is even, M2n is an //-matrix and for « = 26, we have C = {0, 1, 2, 5, 7,

8, 11, 16, 19, 21} and/) = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 12, 16, 18, 22}. By applyingTheorem
1 of [5] once, we obtain (*)-type //-matrices of order 104, i.e. for « = 52, we have

C= {0, 1,2,3,4,5,7,9,
10, 11, 14, 16, 19, 22, 25, 32, 33, 37, 38, 42, 45} and
D = {0, 2, 4, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 27, 29, 31, 32, 35, 38, 39, 41, 42,
43, 47, 49, 51}; or C = {0, 1, 2, 4, 9, 10, 14, 16, 17, 21, 22, 29, 32, 35, 38, 42, 43,
45, 47, 49, 51} and D = {0, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, 22, 23, 25, 27,
31, 32, 33, 37, 38, 39, 41, 42}. By applying the above theorem n times, we obtain
(*)-type //-matrices of order 52.2".
Other (*)-type //-matrices M52 with the corresponding C and D axe found as

follows:

C= {0,1,2,3,4,7,

10, 15, 17,21},

D = {0, 1,2,4,6,7,

10, 11, 15, 18,20};

or

C= {0,1,2,3,4,7,9,12,16,20},

D = {0,1,2,4,6,12,13,17,18,20,23};

or

C= {0,1,2,3,5,8,12,

13,16,22},

D= {0,1,3,4,6,8,10,12,13,18,19}.

A complex //-matrix of order « is an n x « matrix y whose entries are ±1 or ± i
such that 77r = nln, where 7 is the complex conjugate of y. It should be noted that
existence of a (*)-type //-matrix of order 2« with symmetric circulant « x « submatrices
A and B implies existence of a complex symmetric circulant « x « //-matrix 7 = 0; +
iß, where a = (A + B)/2 and ß = iA - B)/2. Consequently, no (*)-type //-matrices of
order 2« with symmetric submatrices A and B exist when « = 2pm or « = 2k for
k > 4, where p is an odd prime; m and k positive integers (see Theorem 1 of [3] ).

Also we have
Theorem.
No i*)-type H-matrix of order 36 exists regardless of symmetiy in
submatrices A and B.
Suppose on the contrary such a (*)-type //-matrix exists. Let 0(s) = C0is2) +

iC,(s2) and £>(s) = /?0(s2) + s/>,(s2) be the corresponding polynomials of the //-matrix
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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satisfying the condition (4). Then -s is also an 18th root of unity and C(-s) = C0is2)
- sC^s2) and £>(-s) = L>0(s2)- sD^s2).
Since LS(s)|2 = 5(s¿(s_1) and |5(-s)|2 = ^(-s^-s-1)
for Bis) = Cis) or Dis),
we have for s ¥=± 1,
18 = \Cis)\2 + \Dis)\2 + \Ci-s)\2 + \Di-s)\2

= 2(|C0(i)l2 + |C,(i)l2 + |Z?0(0l2+ \D,it)\2),
where t = s2, a nontrivial 9th root of unity. Consequently, we have

(6)

|C0(0l2 + \C,it)\2 + |D0(f)|2 + |£>,(0I2 = 9.
By setting s = -1 in (4), we have

(7)

C(-l)2 +DÍ-1)2 =9.

Since C(-1) = C0(l) - C,(l) and £>(-1) = D0(l) - .0,(1) are integers, without
loss of generality, we can assume that C(-1)2 = 0 and Z)(-1)2 = 9, from the condition
(7). Consequently, C'0(r) and C,(f) must each have three nonvanishing terms in t, and
one of Dkit) must have three terms in t and the other DÁt) six terms, where k = 0 or
\,j i=k. And Zi^r) = -D/r) = 20 2**- /^(r) must have three terms in t.
When t = wk, w = exp(27T/'/3),A:= 1 or 2: |5fc(w)|, where Zf = C or A A:= 1 or

0, can only take the value 0, \/3, or 3. This is because Bkiw) is of the form: 1 + w +
w2, or ±(2 + w")«^", where «, m = 0, 1, or 2 and only Z).-(w)= -ö.'(w) has - sign.
There are only two possibilities for LSfc(w)|'sto satisfy the condition (6): Case 1,
three of them must be equal to \/3 and the other one 0; or Case 2, one of them must

be 3 and the other three 0.
For Case 1, without loss of generality, let |Cfc(w)| = 0,then |C(w)| = Ityw2)! =
|Dh(w)| = \/3, where k = 0 ox 1; j ¥=k; and /, « = 0 or 1. Also,
lD(w)| = |£)0(w2) + wZ)1(w2)|
= |+(2 + w2fc)w2'1 ± w(2 +w2m)w2"|=

|2 + w2fc-(2

+ w2m)w2<? + 1|,

where k, m = 1 or 2; h, n = 0, 1, or 2; and q = n - h, can only take the value 0, \/3,

or 3.* This is because 2 + w2fc - (2 + w2m)w2, + ' can be reduced to 0 or
±(2 + w")wOT,where «, m = 0, 1, or 2.* Consequently, the condition (4) cannot be

satisfied. When |Z>„(w)|= 0, |D(w)| = |Dm(w2)| = |C„(w)| = y/3, where « = 0 or 1;
« ¥=m; and m, n = 0 or 1. Also, |C(w)| = |C0(w2) + wC,(w2)| = |2 + w2fc +
(2 + w2m)w2<?+ *| can only take the value 0, \ß or 3. Therefore, the condition (4)

cannot be satisfied.
For Case 2, without loss of generality, let |Cfc(w)| = 3 then |C-(w)| = |öft(w)| =
0, where k = 0 or 1; / # k; and /, « = 0 or 1. Consequently, for t ¥=w' (r = 0, 1,

or 2) Ckit) must be of the form r"(l + r3 + r6) and the other three of the form

±tmuitq), where «(f) = 1 + r + r2, q ? 3 (mod 9).

For nonnegative integers a, b, c, such that a + b + c = 3,
♦Excluding the case ID(w)l > 3.
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a\uit)\2

(8)

+ b\uit2)\2

+ c\uit4)\2

= 3(a + b + c) + (2a + c)tl + (2b + a)t2 + (2c + b)t4,

where tk = t + t~k, the condition (8) holds for any t, a 9th root of unity which is
not a 3rd root of unity. From now on let t he such a 9th root of unity, i.e. t + wfc.

Since there are only three distinct \u(f)\s

for r ^ 3 (mod 9), i.e. \u(f)\, |«(i2)|,

and |«(r4)|, from the conditions (6) and (8), one of |Cy(?)land \Dnit)\ must be equal
to |u(f)l and the other two |z/(r2)| and |a(r4)|. Let |Cy(r)| = |«(f)l; then \C(t)\ =

\Cjit2)\ = \uit2)\ and |Z)(r)| = \D0it2) + i£»,(r2)l = Ht2") - tkuit2m)\, where « ± m;
«, m = ±2 or ±4; k an integer (mod 9). Consequently, we have

(9)

|C(i)l2+ tfXOI2=9-Pin,

m, k; t),

where
P{n, m, k; t) = i*W(r2m)M(r2")

= £fa,

+ rkuir2m)uit2n)

aE {k,k- 2«, A:- 4«, k + 2m, k + 4m, k + 2(«î - «),
A:+ 4(«z -n),k

By using identities P(«, «i, A:;r) = /"(«i, «, -k; t) =t\-m,

+ 2m- 4«, k + 4m - 2«}.
-n, k; t) =P(—n, —m,-k; t)

and performing computations and simplifications, Pin, m, k; t) is found to take the
value t2 - t4, t4 - t,, 3 + f, - r2, -3 + r2 - t4, or 2(/4 - t2) for « + m; n, m = ±2
ox ±4; 0 < k < 8. Thus,the condition (4) cannot be satisfied since Pin, m, k; t) =£ 0
for t, any primitive 9th root of unity.

Similarly, when \Dniw)\ = 3, we obtain ICXOI2

+ lD(r)|2 = 9 + Pin, m, k; t). Consequently, the condition (4) cannot be satisfied;
of order 36 exists.
Since existence of Golay complementary sequences iak), ibk), 0 < k < « - 1,
of length « (see [6] ) implies existence of a (*)-type //-matrix of order 2« with the

and hence, no such (*)-type //-matrix

corresponding Aiw) = ~Lakwk and Biw) = ¿Zbkwk satisfying the condition (3), nonexistence of Golay complementary sequences of length 18 is derived from nonexistence
of a (*)-type //-matrix of order 36.
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